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From the time Auroville PAPers started, that is to say more than 15 years ago, 
a week hardly passes without someone in the team trying his hand at making 
an experiment :  at times a new fiber is introduced in the pulp, at other times a 
new flower or plant is used, one day a new technique is tried out, another day 
some artist visiting us wishes to materialize an 
idea he had in his head for a long time. 
Of course only a small percentage of these 
experiments are reproduced later for a new 
“line” that will become part of our regular 
products.
So these one-time creations overflowing with 
imagination and fantasy were allowed to be 
forgotten; they were sleeping in our storeroom 
or piling up in Luisa’s office.

treAsure rediscovered

she loved working with pulp and water. It 
reminded her of her childhood when she was 
playing in shallow water and was fascinated by 
the mysterious world living under the water.

this Artist From Belgium had decided to 
offer herself a two-day workshop for 
her birthday. During those two days, 
while learning to couch paper she 
made an astonishing discovery : 
she loved paper!

 the sAme exPerience took hold of her now, 
and then she felt intensely creative, she 
could not stop herself making sheet after sheet of paper, inventing new arrangements and 
new designs — searching for a new language. 

The hidden treasure of Auroville Papers…
But then one dAy Sofie arrived.



the result is three magnificent books containing a wealth of textures, designs and colors. 
Not a catalogue. Rather a living exhibition of Auroville Papers’ past and present works. 

turning eAch PAge makes you feel like 
a small child filled with wonder.

AFter the workshoP ended, Luisa 
asked Sofie whether she could 
look into all those almost forgotten 
riches so that they become 
available to all. Sofie started 
enthusiastically spreading dozens 
of sheets of paper on the ground, 
looking at them, moving them, 
trying out placing this one with 
that one, assembling them.  It 
was a nice feeling of “organizing 
chaos”, as she put it, and she 
worked mostly with her intuition.

But For the crAFtsmen of Auroville 
Papers, it is more than that. For them, 
opening those books is going down 
memory lane. Each paper reminds 
them of the time when it was made, the manner in which it was made, the little incidents 
that occurred during those experiments, the reactions of people at that time, etc. 



luisA shows us A PAPer named “curled” made with cotton 
that was beaten for a very short while, contrary 
to the usual practice. It is true that its texture is 
very different from the others; it is thick and 
woolly. “If you want to create new things, 
says Luisa, you have to use different 
techniques.” And that was always one 
preoccupation with her: how to get 
an interesting texture. How to 
produce a paper that is not 
flat – a paper that lives and 
breathes. 
She opens another book 
on a page filled with tiny 
imprints with a very special 
color. Those were Service flowers, 
remembers Luisa, the golden flowers 
of the copper pod tree. In fact it happened 
by chance that the petals placed on the 
paper detached themselves and fell. But they 
left a small imprint with a delightful shape and 
color. 

For instAnce, looking At PAPer made out of elephant dung, Herve recalls how at 
that time our accountant who lived in Pondi brought back some dung 

from the Ganesh temple’s female elephant, Lakshmi. He remembers that 
the smell was so strong that not to upset the employees, he had to make 

the paper on a 
Sunday. That 

dung was a very 
good fiber pulp, 

he remarks, 
ready to use, 
as it was full 

of very rough 
coconut leaves 
nicely chewed 

by Lakshmi. 



these Books Are not 
dead archives. 

This is work in progress!

herve now contemPlAtes a page where a 
knotted rope seems to float at the surface 
of the paper. That was conceived by an 
Aurovilian artist who tried to imprint macramé 
on the wet pulp.
After that, we inspect a paper full of little 
round bumps. Herve shakes the paper. It 
produces a sound as if he was agitating a 
rattle. The little bumps contain seeds, explains 
Herve, we had been asked to design a card 
full of seeds, which you could plant after 
reading it. The sound of seeds…

To be continued…
 To be expanded….
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